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PIERAZZUOLI 
 
 The viticultural tradition of my family began one generation ago, when my father purchased a 
property called Tenuta di Cantagallo in the Montalbano area, the birthplace of Leonardo da Vinci, on 
southern-facing slopes which descend towards the Florentine and Pisan part of the Arno valley.  For 
legal reasons, we changed this name to Tenuta Pierazzuoli for the US market.  I assumed responsi-
bility of the estate upon the completion of my studies in the early 1990’s.  It was during this time that I 
also acquired an other property, the Tenuta Le Farnete in the Carmignano DOCG production zone. 
  
 From the very beginning I was determined to increase both the quality of our products and their 
visibility in the marketplace, both at home and abroad.  To this end we replanted vineyards with se-
lected, low-yielding clones, and rows properly oriented towards the sun to maximize heat and sunlight. 
The goal is to compete in quality markets serving informed customers with our wines.  From 1999 vin-
tage we harvest the grapes mechanically.  While it is a tremendous investment for vineyards as small 
as ours, I feel it is a wise one for the quality of our wine.  The machine is very gentle with the grapes 
and immediately separates them from the stems, greatly reducing the green tannins that stems can 
contribute to the wine.  It is also very fast, allowing us to collect more grapes at their optimal ripeness 
than we ever could by hand. 
 
 Our winery overlooks a marvellous landscape which extends westward all the way to the 
Tyrrhenian Sea. The altitude varies between 800 and 1200 feet above sea level and the soil is a 
mixture of clay and sandstone. The property consists of close to 140 hectares (346 acres), 18 hec-
tares (45 acres) of which are high density vineyards, 30 hectares (75 acres) of olive groves and the 
rest is either planted to other crops or left as woodland. Our centuries-old olive groves yield a fine oil, 
strongly characterized by the soil and climate of a zone considered one of Tuscany's best for the 
production of elegant olive oil. Culinary specialities, prepared by the women who work on the estate, 
are also part of our product line, and are produced according to strictly traditional artisan working 
methods with a full respect for proper hygiene in their preparation and conservation. 
 The Cantagallo estate lies in a ”natural park”, regulated and monitored by the Ministry of 
Agriculture. My modus operandi is: “no more than one bottle of wine from each vine.” -    
              

Our es-
tate is 
located 
in the 
heart of 
Montal-
bano 
where the 
gentle 
slope of 
the Tus-
can 
hills, 
inter-
rupted by 
brooks 
and rows 
of vines, 
recalls 
paintings 
from the 
Renais-
sance pe-
riod. 



TENUTA  ENRICO  PIERAZZUOLI 

 

Property Name: Tenuta Pierazzuoli Region: Tuscany Total size: 140 hectares 
Established: ca. 1970 Province: Florence Total vineyards: 19 ha. 
Township: Capraia & Limite Wine area: Chianti Montalbano Years planted: 1979-1980 
Owner’s name: Pierazzuoli's Family Oenologist: Lorenzo Landi Replanting: 1992, 1996 – every year 
Total Production: 15,000 cases Agronomist: Lorenzo Landi Soil: “galestro” and tufaceous 
Territory: Low, gentle hills Gen. Manager Enrico Pierazzuoli Yield per vine: Max. 1 Kg. 
Elevation: 150-250m asl Cellar Capacity: 1,410 Hectoliters Density: 5,000--6,250 vines/ha. 
First Traded: 1976 Wood: 110 hectoliters Training: Spurred Cordon 
Agriturismo Yes   Harvesting: By hand 
 

Notes: 
- The original name of the property is Tenuta Cantagallo.  The name was changed to Tenuta Pierazzuoli for import to the 
USA to avoid a trademark conflict with an American producer. 
- Tenuta Pierazzuoli lies in the midst of a preserved area in which vineyards, olive groves, and woods are kept track of 
through aerial photography to assure any changes on the property are monitored and that they have no impact on the 
environment. 

 
Enrico Pierazzuoli also owns a property in Carmignano [Tenuta Le Farnete].  He is assisted by his wife Monia, his brother 
Dario and sisters Enrica & Serena in managing these properties, including an AGRITURISMO, an OLIVE MILL and an 
artisanal production of PRESERVES.  There is a strong sense of family throughout the entire operation.  Enrico himself is 
one of the more unique personalities in the Tuscan wine scene.  His brilliant style and spontaneous sense of humor belie his 
intensity and serious sense of commitment to quality. 
 

WINES CLASSIFICATION - FERMENTATION & AGING GRAPES AVG. PROD. 
 

CHIANTI MONTALBANO 
 

CHIANTI MONTALBANO  -  DOCG 
13.0% alc/vol 
A Grapes are soft-pressed, followed by both alcoholic and 
malolactic fermentation in temperature-controlled stainless 
steel tanks.  Once the wine is settled, it is aged for 4 months 
in the bottle. 
 
Visit the web site of Pierazzuoli, it is very well documented. 
http://www.enricopierazzuoli.com/indexen.htm 
 
 

 100%       
Sangiovese 
 
 

7,000 cases 

 

CHIANTI MONTALBANO 
RISERVA 

 

CHIANTI MONTALBANO RISERVA  -  DOCG 
13,5% Alc./Vol. 
Grapes are soft-pressed, followed by both alcoholic and 
malolactic fermentation in temperature-controlled stainless 
steel tanks.  Once the wine is settled, it is aged for one year in 
Allier tonneaux and 8 months in the bottle. 

 100% Sangiovese    1,000 cases  

“We have by now adopted a mechanical harvest of grapes for our Cantagallo estate. This is because such a machine 
immediately separates the grapes from the stalk eliminating all transfers of green tannin to the wine and does not damage 
the skins of the harvested grapes even the very ripe ones. The timely intervention nevertheless was the principal reason that 
made us opt for this type of harvesting. We can now wait until the last moment indicated for the harvest and succeed in 
harvesting up to 3 hectares daily. A choice dictated, therefore, even in this case, by the quality of grapes harvested to the 
detriment of our financial yield given the extension of hectares at our disposition.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

GIOVETO COLLI TOSCANA CENTRALE - IGT 
Grapes are soft-pressed, followed by both alcoholic and 
malolactic fermentation in temperature-controlled stainless 
steel tanks.  Once the wine is settled, it is aged for one year 
in Allier barrique and 8 months in the bottle. 
 
 
 
 
 

  

60% Sangiovese 

 20% Syrah 

 20% Merlot 

550  cases 

  

VINSANTO CHIANTI MONTALBANO RISERVA – DOC 

The grapes for Pierazzuoli’s Vin Santo are hung from wires along the ceiling 
rather than laid out on mats to dry.  In this fashion, unhealthy grapes fall to the 
floor and are swept away.  The grapes are dried for six months and then soft-
pressed.  The precious, concentrated must is fermented for fthree years in 
“caratelli” (small barrels) which are left under an attic roof to maximize swings in 
temperature, which either invigorate or slow down the fermentation.  When the 
barrels are opened, much of the wine is often spoiled, but that which is not is 
pure nectar! 

 Trebbiano,  

 Malvasia 

 

200 cases 

 
For information, call: Paolo Boselli - Tel (718) 263-4094 - PremiumB@gmail.com  -  September 3, 2014 



TUSCANY



We give credit for this wine 
zone map of Tuscany to 
http://www.lavinium.com

TUSCANY
wine zone map

Chianti  Montalbano
wine zone is a small 
area in Florence 
Province bordering with 
Pistoia and Prato
provinces.


















